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the eighteenth century had opened the eyes oE the British
statesmen of the nineteenth century and thanks to the out-
spokenness of Lord Durham the fatal mistake of six decades
ago had not been repeated in the case o£ Canada. He wrote
in his report: " If in the hidden decrees of that wisdom by
which this world is ruled, it is written that these countries
are not for ever to remain portions of the Empire, we owe it
to our honour to take good care, when they separate from
us, they should not be the only countries on the American
Continent in which the Anglo-Saxon race shall be found
unfit to govern itself."*
Commenting upon this brilliant exposition  of Britain's
future treatment of the colonial question, Sir 0. P. Lucas
remarked : " These words apply beyond Canada and beyond
America*   The spirit   of them  transcends the sphere  of
settlement, it is the living force of the whole British Empire.
The words are the message of a great Englishman to his
fellow  countrymen, that the one thing needful is to leave
behind a legacy of what is permanently  sound and great.
If England continues to be inspired by what Lord Durham
taught   so well, then as Great Britain has grown   into
Greater Britain, so Greater Britain will grow into Greatest
Britain,  to the  glory of God the Creator, and to the well-
being of mankind." f
And he paid glowing tribute to Lord Durham in these
words : " To all times and to all sort and conditions of men
he has preached the doctrine, that for peoples, as for
individuals, the one thing worth living for is to make, not
to destroy; to build up, not to pull down ; to unite small
disjoined elements into a single whole; to reject absolutely
and always the doctrine Divide at Impera, because it is a
sign of weakness, not of strength; to be strong and fear not;
*Beport.   Vol. II, p. 310.
t Lucas* Introduction to the Report, Tol. T, pp. 316-317.

